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“The roots of great innovation are never just in the
technology itself. They are always in the wider historical
context. They require new ways of seeing.”
								

David Brooks, New York Times columnist

By Robert DeWit, Ph.D.

enterprises and support, and more

Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo County and

a bioscience incubator/accelerator was

recently the Kalamazoo Promise,

private donors. Collectively, they posed

young but hardly new. Visionaries looked

providing full tuition to Kalamazoo

an intriguing option: local scientists

at the aging population, the emergence

Public Schools graduates attending

starting their own businesses in a new,

of biotechnology and the struggle of big

Michigan public colleges.

purpose-built lab facility equal to those

At the turn of this century, the idea of

in which they previously worked.

companies to generate breakthrough

This was no mean feat. Most

medical treatments, and they realized
that the next wave of innovation would

scientists aren’t entrepreneurs. While

happen in the startup world. Before long,

those who lost their jobs at Pfizer
had generous separation packages,

nearly every American state was jumping
on the bio-bandwagon, each insisting

While the community seemed the

they faced enormous challenges. Lab

it would be the next Silicon Valley of

logical birthplace for a bioscience

space and equipment are frighteningly

life sciences.

incubator, a challenging coincidence

expensive, and many of the affected

gave SMIC its biggest push. In 2003, just

scientists knew very little about starting

Innovation Center (SMIC) opened its

weeks before SMIC opened its doors,

a business or seeking venture capital.

doors in Kalamazoo, Michigan. Buoyed

Pfizer announced a major reduction in

by a unique mix of expertise, history,

its research-and-development presence

for those aspiring entrepreneurs.

community support and circumstances,

in Kalamazoo. This left hundreds of

Located in WMU’s Business Technology

SMIC continues to thrive as a premier

researchers, many of whom had spent

and Research Park, the Innovation

incubator/accelerator, evolving with

decades in the community, unsure of

Center offers a comprehensive range

the times.

their next step.

of facilities and support to nurture

SMIC provided a launching pad
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Southwest Michigan has a rich,

For SMIC, the timing was perfect.
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the formation, survival and growth of

The center had been formed through

innovative life science businesses. SMIC

127-year legacy of life science

a partnership that included Southwest

provides subsidized rent at the time of

innovation, stretching back to the

Michigan First, the Michigan Economic

admission, which gradually increases

beginnings of The Upjohn Company

Development Corporation, Western

as the startup matures. SMIC also sits

(now Pfizer) and Stryker Corporation.

Michigan University, the City of

in a Michigan SmartZone, which offers

Kalamazoo is home to four colleges/
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In 2003, the Southwest Michigan

tax-related support. Further, there

universities, diverse entrepreneurial
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is considerable expertise available,

The most recent development at

establishing itself over the past two

from business consulting through the

the Innovation Center is Launch MI

years and was formally unveiled in

Michigan Small Business Technology

Lab, a staffed laboratory furnished

November 2012.
Perhaps the most important measure

Development Center to counsel from

a phenomenal success rate among its
client companies. Of 26 “pure” startup
companies — that is, business ventures
born at the Innovation Center — 25 were
still active as of late 2012. A total of

clinical trials. Those wins hold far more
than economic value; they bring hope
to patients in need of new treatments
and cures.
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experience in global biosciences.

have six Investigational New Drugs,
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the new entrepreneurs, with decades of

client companies. All told, those firms

the

those experts were former associates of

As it marks its 10th
anniversary, the Southwest
Michigan Innovation
Center continues to evolve
as a driver of innovation,
economic growth and medical
advancement — a jewel for
the global life sciences
community and a starting
place for the bioscience
innovators of the future.

of SMIC’s success is found among its

eyond

capital and marketing experts. Many of



scientific, legal, accounting, venture

The future of SMIC is bright. It’s also
changing. In the years ahead, growth at
the Innovation Center will come in

35 firms have been incubated at SMIC,

different ways because there will be no

with 95 companies served. There are

with extensive scientific equipment

more displaced scientists to tap locally.

18 companies now operating at the

(See sidebar). With affordable short-

SMIC will need to take a global view

Innovation Center, employing 161

term leases available, entrepreneurs

for recruitment and attraction because

people. According to the W.E. Upjohn

can utilize bench and desk space and

the life sciences community is global in

Institute for Employment Research,

analytical services where early stage

nature. That means relationships and

SMIC’s presence generates 346 direct

entrepreneurs can test their ideas and

collaboration, both near and far, will

and indirect jobs in the region, totaling

apply for grants. The lab has been

be crucial.

$18.6 million in payrolls.
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Launch MI Lab Catalyzes Innovation
SMIC is already hard at work in

Even simple innovations require huge investments of time, testing and

that realm through recent interactions

money. Filling that need is the rationale behind Launch MI Lab, which

with Stanford and Startup America.

provides affordable wet-lab and bench space, state-of-the-art equipment,

Also, SMIC is being more intentional

professional analytical services, and scientific and business expertise for
biosciences companies of all sizes, including entrepreneurs at the earliest

about building relationships with peers,

stage. Housed in the Southwest Michigan Innovation Center in Kalamazoo,
Launch MI Lab helps accelerate the work while reducing the costs of life
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Launch MI Lab brings three critical elements to aid fledgling life

academia and corporate partners, as well

science startups: purpose-built space, business support services, and

as making itself more visible externally.

scientific expertise. Clients can lease bench space and work stations in

As it marks its 10th anniversary,
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sciences businesses.
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The future of SMIC is bright.
It’s also changing. In the
years ahead, growth at the
Innovation Center will come
in different ways because
there will be no more
displaced scientists to tap
locally.

the 2,300-square-foot lab at a lower cost than in a traditional incubator.

the Southwest Michigan Innovation

Along with access to scientific equipment and services, each client has

Center continues to evolve as a driver

high-speed Internet and VOIP telephone service, use of conference and café

of innovation, economic growth and

facilities, and free parking. Available equipment includes mass spectrometry

medical advancement — a jewel for

systems, centrifuges, autoclaves, flow cytometers, a variety of microscopes,

the global life sciences community

incubators, lyophilizer, upright freezer, and standard lab supplies and tools.

and a starting place for the bioscience
innovators of the future.

Greg Cavey, lab manager for Launch MI Lab, points out that the facility
helps entrepreneurs get access to affordable lab space and equipment as
well as affordable, quality analytical services. Clients, advisors and staff

Robert DeWit, Ph.D., is President

bring decades of bioscience and business experience that is made available

and CEO of the Southwest Michigan

to tenants. Among them is Cavey himself, a biochemist with more than

Innovation Center. Prior to joining

20 years’ experience in proteomics, mass spectrometry and laboratory

SMIC in 2009, Dr. DeWit spent more

management.

than 25 years in pharmaceutical

Support from the Michigan Economic Development Corporation was key

research and development, with

to creating the laboratory. Launch MI Lab was unveiled in November 2012.

science and leadership roles in the

For more on the operation, visit www.launchmilab.com.

U.S., Japan and United Kingdom.
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